MMS SCC Meeting Agenda

October 2nd, 2019, 5:30pm
Main Office Conference Room

In Attendance:
School Members: Mindy Robison, Matt Magee, Shelley Allen, Sheradee Bradfield, & Geralynn Barney
Parents: Alyssa Powers, Jim Martin, Rebecca Martin, Steve Brown, Mac McCann, Doug Myers, Raquel Myers, Amy Coleman, Debbie Platz, & Emily Wall
Not Present: Stacy Kratz, & Lindsay Butrum

Agenda

1. Welcome and Introductions  Alyssa Powers

2. Approval of 09/04/19 draft minutes  Alyssa Powers
   Motion to approve was made by Alyssa Powers and seconded by Rebecca Martin. Committee voted to approve.

3. SCC Trainings Reminder  Alyssa Powers
   Steve reviewed the upcoming SCC Training Dates, stressing the importance of attending at least one of the sessions.

4. PTSA Updates (Parent Teacher Student Association)  Rebecca Martin
   Book Fair just ended and PTSA made $3,300 in sales. Teachers were appreciative of the Parent-Teacher Conference meal provided by the PTSA. Reflections is coming up this month. Info has gone out in emails and there are posters in the building, but Mindy suggested getting it in the daily announcements, too. Due date is Oct. 24.

5. MYP (Middle Years Programme)  Shelley Allen
   Focusing on being open-minded and knowledgeable. Went over the upcoming focus of identity and how it is linked to our names. Also went over the MYP certificate requirements. Steve asked how to check on individual student’s progress toward the MYP certificate. It is found on Skyward under MYP with Shelley listed as the teacher. Parents were encouraged to look at the pinwheels the Trojan Time classes created last month.

6. Community School Facilitator  Geralynn Barney
   Tuesday, Oct. 8, Old Navy shopping night for students in need. Mobile vision clinic is Oct. 16 which will supply students in need with glasses and eye exams. Boo to the Flu clinic is also coming up.

7. Report from Counselors  Amy Skelton
   Getting feedback from stakeholders via a survey. Goal of getting at least 150 parent responses to the survey. Upcoming CCR meetings to talk with 8th grade students and their parents about the student’s future career and educational goals.
8. Safety Report/Traffic
Bryan Rudes or TBD
Reviewing the SNAP plan and concerns. The district has said that, until they meet with both Midvale Elementary and Midvale Middle over the shared parking lot and do a needs assessment, there will be no new signage. This issue dates back to the opening of Midvale Middle and has been brought up every year with little to no improvement in the parking lot issue. SCC would like to submit a letter to the district expressing parental concerns. Steve agreed to write a draft of an email. Alyssa suggested including a statement from the school resource officer, Officer Ryan Jonkman, addressing the concerns. We will create a new SNAP plan this year. There have been further complications due to the road construction.

Steve revisited the SNAP plan and suggested that we make a motion to notify the district of the concerns. Rebecca made a motion that we notify the district of the concerns. Mac seconded the motion. Steve will contact the district on behalf of the SCC.

9. Trust Land & TSSA Budgets (Teacher and Student Success Account) Mindy Robison
Trust Land and TSSA monies have been allocated. We are unable to hire enough mentors, so we will likely not spend as much as allocated. Sheradee spoke to the benefits of the mentors and how they support some of the most at-risk students. Mindy mentioned looking at making some of these positions full-time next year to help make the positions more attractive to potential applicants.

10. TSI Update (Targeted School for Improvement) Mindy Robison
Reviewed the TSI plan. No changes other than the inclusion of the “Detailed Plan for 90-Day Period” that the district requested.

11. CSIP Report (Comprehensive School Improvement Plan) Mindy Robison
Reviewed the baseline Reading Inventory (RI) and Math Inventory (MI) data that we are using to measure growth toward our CSIP. Raquel asked how we are incentivizing growth for the students who are already doing well. Alyssa mentioned the shift in focus in the past couple of years on growth, making it possible for all students to see success. Mindy explained the individualized growth goals and our celebration of RI and MI Superstars for students who meet or exceed expected growth.

Mindy explained that the MI is aligned to grade-level standards and that accounts for the difference between the achievement on the two tests. Alyssa mentioned that, when some students receive a growth goal of 0, it makes them believe they can coast and don’t have to put in a lot of effort. Suggested that they still receive a goal to shoot for.

Looked at the baseline positive to corrective ratio on current informal observations. 74% of teachers observed were meeting the goal of 3:1 positives to correctives.

Next meeting is Nov. 6, 2019 at 5:30 p.m.